Evaluation
• The volume of traces has increased significantly since the framework was put in production in 2009. Now there are about 200 thousands traces every hour and peaks can be near 250Hz
• The tracer monitoring architecture is first evaluated in a testing environment for performance and stability, and then deployed in the DDM software stack (DQ2) on WLCG.
• An ActiveMQ server is capable of 1000HZ trace message insertion rate, with each message about 1MB. Each insertion of a message establishes a new connection • The 9-node Cassandra cluster is capable of 10,000HZ insertion rate with each message about 1MB
• Tabel1 shows that the traditional 'store and query' method can't satisfy the real-time aggregation query requirement, both Oracle and Cassandra. A Cassandra column family was used to build index to make the queries faster, the result improved very much, but still not optimal
• Using the data stream concept, the query can be in real time, independently of whether it is a simple query or a very complicated query 
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